Let V be a vector space of finite dimension n over a finite field GF(q). Let Lk(V ) denote the set of k-dimensional subspaces of V. Several authors have studied groups acting on Lk(V ) for various k. Wagner [9] considered groups which act doubly transitively on LI(V ). Recently Kantor [6] has shown that most groups which act transitively on L2(V) also act doubly transitively on LI(V ). This paper considers groups which act transitively on Lk(V ) for 3<_k<_n-3. The main result is the following theorem. to Theorem 1 are known to the author in the case q=2 and n even, but the proof given here breaks down in this case. The proof consists in showing that G contains a transvection. Then well-known results concerning groups generated by transvections imply that F contains SL(V). A number theoretic result of Birkhoff and Vandiver plays an important role in the proof. Also, the above result of Kantor is used to shorten the original proof and to avoid some difficulty in characteristic 2.
O. Introduction
Let V be a vector space of finite dimension n over a finite field GF(q). Let Lk(V ) denote the set of k-dimensional subspaces of V. Several authors have studied groups acting on Lk(V ) for various k. Wagner [9] considered groups which act doubly transitively on LI(V ). Recently Kantor [6] has shown that most groups which act transitively on L2(V) also act doubly transitively on LI(V ). This paper considers groups which act transitively on Lk(V ) for 3<_k<_n-3. The main result is the following theorem. 3_<k_<n-3. Then F>SL(V) with the possible exception of q=2 and n even.
Theorem 1. Suppose F NFL(V) acts transitively on Lk(V ) for

FL(V)
is the group of all nonsingular semilinear transformations of V. The assumption kNn--3 is necessary so that elements of Lk (V ) are not dual to elements of LI(V) or L2(V ). If n=4, then Sp(V) is transitive on La(V ) but does not contain SL (V) . No counterexamples to Theorem 1 are known to the author in the case q=2 and n even, but the proof given here breaks down in this case. The proof consists in showing that G contains a transvection. Then well-known results concerning groups generated by transvections imply that F contains SL(V). A number theoretic result of Birkhoff and Vandiver plays an important role in the proof. Also, the above result of Kantor is used to shorten the original proof and to avoid some difficulty in characteristic 2.
Previous Results
In this section we list several results which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. [7] . In particular if V has dimension greater than 4 and G acts transitively on L3(V ), then G contains SL(V). If V is a vector space over a field F, then Z, B, and H are also vector spaces over F. The following well-known results concerning derivations will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. GF(q) , are inner derivations.
If q=2m> 2, G=SL 2(q) and V is the standard module of G, then H has dimension one over GF(q). Moreover, each coset of B in Z contains a representative 0 b such that
A divisor t of q"-I is q-primitive if t>l and (t,q~-l)=l for i= 1,..., n-t. The following results are from [4] although many of the results were known at the turn of the century. For example, see [1, 2] .
qn-1 has a q-primitive divisor except in the following cases:
n=l and q=2; n=2 and q+l=2i; n=6 and q=2.
Suppose t is a q-primitive prime divisor of q"-1. Let T be a Sylow t-subgroup of G = GL(V) where V is an n dimensional vector space over the field GF(q). Then T is cyclic and for 1 +X< T, C~(X)= CG(T ) is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of GF(q"). C~(T) acts regularly on the nonzero vectors of V and is usually called a Singer subgroup of G. In addition NG(X)=NG(T) is isomorphic to GF(q")* extended by the subgroup of Aut(GF(q")) which fixes GF(q) elementwise [4]. In particular NG(X ) is a metacyclic group of order n(q"-1). If H < G and K is a normal subgroup of H whose order is divisible by t, then the Frattini argument and the above results imply that H/K is a metacyclic group of order
dividing n (q" -1).
Piper [8]. Let V be a vector space of.finite dimension greater than or equal to 3 over a finite field GF(q). If G<FL(V) acts transitively on LI(V ) and contains a dilatation (i.e., a homology in PFL(V)), then G contains SL(V).
1.8. Kantor [6] . IfG<FL(V) is transitive on Lz(V) but not doubly transitive on LI(V), then n<3 or n=5, q=2, and IG]=31 9 5.
Wagner [9]. Suppose G<FL(V) is 2-transitive on LI(V ). Let 1 ~ N be a normal subgroup of G, and let U be a three dimensional subspace of V. Then, (1) N is doubly transitive on LI(V ). (2) The action of G v on U contains SL(U). Hence, the action of G w on a two dimensional subspace W of U contains GL(W).
(3) If n<=5, then G contains SL(V) or else n=4, q-=2, and G"~A7 .
Proof of Theorem 1
By 1.1 and duality it suffices to prove Theorem 1 in the case k=3. So suppose V is a vector space of finite dimension n>6 over GF(q), and
F <=FL(V) is transitive on L 3 (V) but does not contain SL(V). We show that q=2 and n is even. Let G=Fc~ SL(V). G acts nontrivially on LI(V )
F is transitive on L2(V ) by 1.1. Kantor's result implies that F is doubly transitive on LI(V ). Thus, G is also doubly transitive on LI(V ) by 1.9.
Let U be a two dimensional subspace of V. Let K denote the subgroup of G v which acts on V/U as the identity. Let L be the subgroup of G v which acts on U as the identity. 
GL(U)~-GLz(q).
F has order divisible by
Since n___ 6, 1.5 implies that IF[ is divisible by a q-primitive prime divisor t of q"-Z-1 except for q =2 and n=8. Let T be a Sylow t-subgroup of F. Then T is a subgroup of G, and the vectors of V fixed by T form a two dimensional subspace of V. We can assume that T<G v. The above argument shows that K does not contain H, so that q = 2 or 3. Suppose q=3. Since Gv/K is metacyclic but K does not contain H, K is the Sylow 2-subgroup of H~-SL2 (3) . In this case K contains an element x of the form D. Perin:
(AB)= 0 (A)B + 0 (B). Let Oi(A ) denote the i-th row of O(A) for i= 1, 2 ..... n-2. Then Oi(AB)= O~(A) B + 0 i (B), i.e., each 0~ is a derivation of H on a 2-dimensional vector space Wover GF(q). Ifq is odd, then 1.3 implies that there exists a vector ~b i in Wsuch that
Let P be a one dimensional subspace of U. If X < G e, let X denote the image of X acting on V/P = V. Then ff is a dilatation of V. G is doubly transitive on LI(V ), and so Ge is transitive on LI(V ). 1.7 now implies that Gp contains SL(V). It is easy to show that G contains SL(V) (for example, see [9] ). This contradiction implies that q#:3. The only remaining possibility is q=2 and K:t=H. In this case Gv/L~-Gv/K has order divisible by 2. According to 1.6, 2 divides (n-2) (2"-2-1), whence 2 divides n.
Similar Results
In this final section we give several results whose proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Suppose V is a vector space of finite dimension n >= 7 over GF(2). Suppose G <= SL(V) acts transitively on L~(V). Then G = SL(V).
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 with U equal to a three dimensional subspace of V instead of a two dimensional subspace. The proof goes through because of the simplicity of SL3 (2 ) and the particular form of the derivations of SL 3 (2) on its standard module.
For n = 9 there is a slight difficulty since 2"-3 1 = 63 has no 2-primitive divisor. Also, for n=7 elements of L4(V ) are dual to elements of L3(V ).
However, in both cases G is transitive on L3(V ) and the dimension of V is odd, whence Theorem 1 implies that G equals SL(V).
Theorem 3. Let V be a vector space of finite dimension n>4 over a finite field GF(q). Suppose G<GL(V) acts on L2(V ) as a rank three permutation group. Then G > SL(V).
Proof Since G is transitive on La(V), the result follows from Theoreml if q+2 and n>6. Since G has subdegrees 1, q(q+l)(q"-Z-1)/ (q-l), and q4(q"-2-1)(q,-3-1)/(q-I) (q2-1), for n>5 the order of G is divisible by q-primitive divisors of q"-2 1 and q"-3 1. Hence, for q=2 and n>7 the proof goes through as in Theorem2. By 1.1 G acts doubly transitively on L~(V). Thus for n<6 the result follows from work of Wagner [9] and unpublished work of Higman. The only group G which acts doubly transitively on LI(V ) for n<7 and does not contain SL(V) is a subgroup H of GL4(2) which is isomorphic to A 7. However, its action on L2(V ) has rank greater than 3.
We give one final application of 1.5 and 1.6 to a problem of Higman and McLaughlin [5] . Let f be a nondegenerate alternate or hermitian bilinear form on a vector space V of finite dimension n>4 over GF(q), where q=q2 o iff is hermitian and q=qo iff is alternate. Let A denote the subset of LI(V ) consisting of those one dimensional subspaces (v) such that f(v, v)=0. Let GU(f) denote the group of all transformations in GL(V) which preserve f, and let SU(f)= GU(f)c~ SL(V). SU(f) acts on A as a rank 3 permutation group. The problem is to determine all groups H< GU(f) which act on A as a rank 3 permutation group. Higman and McLaughlin showed that for n < 8, any such group contains SU(f) with the possible exception of q even andfalternate. It is possible to remove this restriction on n by applying 1.5 and 1.6. The maximal subgroups of Sp4(q ), q even, have been determined by Flesner [3] . The only proper subgroup of SP4(q ) which acts on A as a rank 3 permutation group is the commutator subgroup of Sp4(2 ), a group isomorphic to A 6. Thus, for n=4 all subgroups H<GU(f) which act on A as a rank 3 permutation group have been determined. Consequently, we assume n > 5.
Suppose G<=GU(f) acts on A as a rank 3 permutation group but does not contain SU(f). We show that q=2 andf is alternate. For PeA let B(P) denote the set of points QeA which are distinct from P and lie in P• Let C(P) denote the subset of A consisting of those points which do not lie in pl. Then {P}, B(P), and C(P) are the three orbits of G e acting on A. Let U be a two dimensional subspace of V such that the restriction off to U is nondegenerate. Let P be a point in LI(U)~A. Let Crv denote the image of G v acting on U. Since B(P)c~LI(U)=_O, Gv acts doubly transitively on the qo + 1 points of A (a LI(U ). Hence 
G v contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL 2 (qo).
Let L denote the subgroup of Gv_ which acts trivially on U. L is a normal subgroup of G v, and Gv/L ~-Gv. According to Theorem 5 of [5] , Gv acts faithfully on U • Thus, G v is a linear group which has a homomorphic image containing a subgroup isomorphic to SL2 (qo).
Let K(n)=(q n-1)/(q-1) iff is alternate and -2) , and [C(P)I =% q,-2. Suppose thatf is alternate. Then
[ap] is divisible by [B (P)[ = q (q"-2 _ 1)/(q-1). Let t be a q-primitive prime divisor of q,-2_1. Since n-2>2, 1.5 implies that such a divisor exists except for q = 2 and n-2 = 6. Let T be a Sylow t-subgroup of Gp. Since (t, q)= 1, T fixes some point Q~ C(P), whence T fixes the two dimensional subspace spanned by P and Q. We can assume that T fixes U. Since n-2>2, t does not divide bGL2(q)[, and so T is contained in L. 1.6 now implies that Gv/L is metacyclic. Since Gv/L is isomorphic to SL2(q), q must equal 2.
Suppose that./is hermitian and n is odd. In this case [apI is divisible by ~-2 qo +1. Let t be a q-primitive prime divisor of q,-2_l=
n--2 n--2 (qo -1)(% +1). Such a divisor exists by 1.5 since n-2>2 and q is a square. The prime t divides q~-2+ 1 and so also divides IGpt. Let T be a Sylow t-subgroup of Gp. T fixes some point Q~C(P), and we can assume that L contains T. 1.6 now implies that Gv/L is a metacyclic group of order dividing (n -2) (q"-2 -1). Since Gv/L contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL2(qo ) and n is odd, this is not possible.
Finally suppose thatf is hermitian and n is even. Then [GeJ is divisible by q~-3+ 1. Let t be a q-primitive divisor of qn-3 1, and let T be a Sylow t-subgroup of G e. We can assume T < G v. Since n > 6, t does not divide ]GL2(q)]. Consequently, T is contained in L. The Frattini argument implies that Gv/L is the homomorphic image of a subgroup of the normalizer of T in GU(U• But T acts on U • by fixing a one dimensional subspace and a complementary hyperplane on which it acts as a subgroup of a Singer subgroup. Hence, the normalizer of T in GL(U') is the direct product of a cyclic group of order q-1 and a metacyclic group of order (n-3) (q"-3 _ 1). In particular this group is solvable. Since Gv/L contains a group isomorphic to SL2(qo), qo must equal 2 or 3. But %=2 is impossible since then (q-l)(n-3)(q"-3-1) is odd.
Since SL 2 (3) has no normal cyclic subgroup with a metacyclic factor group, qo = 3 is also impossible. The proof of the following theorem is now complete. 
